
How to Become an Engineer in 2023 6 Steps
(Comprehensive Guide)

Description

Becoming an engineer is a rewarding journey that opens doors to various sectors, from automotive and
technology to construction and healthcare. Here’s an in-depth guide to help you navigate your way to a
successful career in engineering.

How to Become an Engineer in 2023

Step 1: Choose an Engineering Discipline

Embarking on an engineering career begins with selecting a discipline that resonates with your
personal interests, skills, and career aspirations. Each discipline offers unique opportunities and
challenges. Here’s a closer look at some popular engineering fields:

Civil Engineering

Civil engineers play a vital role in shaping the modern world. They focus on designing, constructing,
and maintaining physical structures. Here’s what to expect:

Sub-disciplines: Environmental engineering, structural engineering, transportation engineering,
etc.
Skills Required: Strong analytical thinking, project management, and creativity.
Career Opportunities: Work in construction firms, government agencies, or as a private
consultant.
Impact on Society: Create sustainable urban environments, improve public infrastructure, and
contribute to disaster management.

Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical engineering is one of the oldest and most versatile engineering fields. It encompasses:

Sub-disciplines: Automotive engineering, aerospace engineering, manufacturing engineering,
etc.
Skills Required: Proficiency in mechanics, thermodynamics, robotics, and CAD software.
Career Opportunities: Opportunities in automotive, aerospace, energy sectors, and more.
Real-World Applications: Design and improve everything from daily-use appliances to cutting-
edge industrial machinery.
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Electrical Engineering

This discipline deals with electrical systems, circuits, and devices. It’s at the heart of modern
technology:

Sub-disciplines: Power engineering, control systems, telecommunications, etc.
Skills Required: Circuit analysis, programming, understanding of electromagnetic principles.
Career Opportunities: Work in energy, telecommunications, manufacturing, or research.
Innovations: Contribute to renewable energy solutions, smart grids, and more.

Computer Engineering

Computer engineering bridges electrical engineering and computer science. Here’s what’s involved:

Sub-disciplines: Software engineering, hardware engineering, network engineering, etc.
Skills Required: Programming, hardware design, knowledge of operating systems.
Career Opportunities: Tech companies, research institutions, startups, etc.
Frontiers of Technology: Work on artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, IoT, and more.

How to Choose the Right Discipline for You

Making the right choice might feel overwhelming, but the following steps can guide you:

Self-Assessment: Evaluate your interests, skills, and long-term goals.
Research: Explore different disciplines, job prospects, salary expectations, etc.
Talk to Professionals: Conduct informational interviews with engineers in various fields.
Take Introductory Courses: Many universities offer introductory courses to expose students to
different disciplines.
Consider Future Trends: Look at emerging technologies and industries that resonate with your
interests.
Visit Work Environments: If possible, visit firms or labs to see engineers at work.

Choosing the right engineering discipline is a pivotal decision that sets the stage for your entire career.
Take your time to explore, consult professionals, and reflect on your interests and strengths. Whether
you’re drawn to the creativity of civil engineering or the tech-driven excitement of computer
engineering, this choice opens the door to a world of innovation, problem-solving, and professional
fulfillment.

Step 2: Earn a Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering

A Bachelor’s degree in engineering is more than just a ticket to enter the engineering profession. It is
an intensive period of learning, personal growth, and professional development that equips you with
the knowledge, skills, and confidence to tackle real-world engineering challenges. Here’s an expanded
guide on how to approach this crucial step:
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Choose a Program

Selecting the right program is a critical decision that affects both your education and future career:

Accreditation: Look for a program accredited by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology (ABET). ABET accreditation ensures that the program meets recognized standards
for engineering education.
Curriculum: Review the curriculum to see if it aligns with your interests and the specific
engineering discipline you’ve chosen.
Faculty: Consider the qualifications and expertise of the faculty members, as well as their
industry connections.
Facilities: Check the available laboratory facilities, equipment, and software tools.
Location: Consider the geographical location, proximity to industry hubs, and local job market.
Financial Aspects: Evaluate tuition fees, availability of scholarships, and financial aid options.

Study Hard

Engineering programs are rigorous and demand a strong commitment to academics:

Core Subjects: Focus on mathematics and physics, which form the backbone of engineering
principles.
Discipline-Specific Subjects: These are tailored to your chosen field of engineering and delve
into specialized topics.
Academic Support: Utilize tutors, study groups, and academic resources provided by the
university.
Time Management: Develop effective study habits and time management skills to balance
coursework, projects, and extracurricular activities.

Participate in Projects

Practical application of theoretical knowledge is vital in engineering education:

Laboratory Work: Engage in laboratory exercises to gain hands-on experience with tools,
materials, and processes.
Team Projects: Collaborate with peers on multidisciplinary projects that mimic real-world
engineering challenges.
Capstone Projects: Most programs include a senior design project that integrates everything
you’ve learned into a comprehensive engineering solution.
Competitions: Participate in engineering competitions, which can provide valuable experience
and exposure to industry standards.
Research Opportunities: Explore opportunities to work on research projects with faculty
members or in research centers.

Build a Professional Network
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Join Student Organizations: Many universities have engineering clubs and professional
societies that offer networking, workshops, and industry exposure.
Internships: Consider seeking internships to gain practical experience and make connections
with potential future employers.
Mentorship: Find a mentor within the industry or faculty to guide your professional development.

Earning a Bachelor’s degree in engineering is a multifaceted journey that extends beyond the
classroom. It’s about choosing the right program that aligns with your goals, dedicating yourself to
academic excellence, and actively engaging in projects and activities that sharpen your practical skills.
By embracing the full spectrum of opportunities available during this critical phase, you’ll be well-
prepared for the next steps in your engineering career.

Step 3: Take and Pass the Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) Exam

The Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam serves as a gateway to professional licensure and is a
critical milestone in an engineer’s career. Administered by the National Council of Examiners for
Engineering and Surveying (NCEES), the FE exam evaluates the knowledge and competence of
aspiring engineers. Here’s a comprehensive guide on how to approach this essential step:

Prepare for the Exam

Preparation is key to performing well on the FE exam, and the process involves several critical
elements:

Understand the Exam Format: The FE exam is a computer-based test consisting of 110
multiple-choice questions. It covers subjects that are fundamental to engineering, such as
mathematics, physics, chemistry, materials science, and discipline-specific topics.
Choose the Right Review Materials: Invest in study guides, review manuals, and practice tests
specifically tailored to the FE exam. Some reputable organizations offer prep courses that align
with the exam’s content and format.
Create a Study Plan: Develop a consistent and realistic study schedule that allows ample time
for review and practice. Focus on your weakest areas without neglecting your strengths.
Utilize Online Resources: Many websites and forums provide additional support, sharing study
tips and experiences from those who have successfully passed the FE exam.

Register for the Exam

The registration process for the FE exam varies by state, and it’s essential to understand the specific
requirements:

Check Eligibility: Review your state’s licensing board’s criteria, which may include educational
qualifications and other prerequisites.
Complete the Application: Submit the required documentation, including transcripts and
identification.
Select a Discipline: Choose the version of the FE exam that corresponds to your engineering
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field (e.g., FE Civil, FE Mechanical).
Pay the Exam Fee: The fee structure may vary by state, so be sure to verify the exact amount.
Schedule Your Exam: Once approved, select a testing location and date that suits you.

Pass the Exam

Achieving the required score on the FE exam brings you one step closer to becoming a licensed
Professional Engineer:

On Exam Day: Arrive early, bring acceptable identification, and follow all test center rules and
protocols.
Manage Your Time: The FE exam typically has a six-hour duration, including a scheduled break.
Time management is crucial to answer all questions.
Utilize Exam Resources: The exam provides an electronic reference handbook, so familiarize
yourself with it during preparation.
Wait for Results: Results are generally available within 7-10 days, and a passing score grants
you the title of Engineer-in-Training (EIT).

The FE exam is more than a test; it’s a reflection of your foundational engineering knowledge and a
vital step towards professional recognition. Through diligent preparation, proper registration, and
focused execution, you can demonstrate your qualifications and earn the EIT designation. This
achievement not only enhances your professional credibility but also propels you forward on the path
to full licensure and a thriving engineering career.

Step 4: Gain Engineering Experience

Academic qualifications are just one part of becoming a competent and successful engineer. Practical
work experience is equally crucial, allowing you to apply theoretical knowledge, hone skills, and
cultivate a professional network. Here’s a comprehensive guide on how to gain valuable engineering
experience:

Internships

Internships are an excellent way to gain hands-on experience and insight into the engineering industry
while still in college:

Find Opportunities: Look for internship opportunities through your university’s career center,
online job platforms, engineering societies, and networking events.
Apply Early: Many companies recruit interns well in advance, so start your search early and
prepare a strong resume and cover letter.
Choose Wisely: Select internships that align with your chosen engineering discipline and career
goals.
Maximize the Experience: Engage actively in projects, collaborate with team members, seek
feedback, and build connections with professionals.
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Engineer-in-Training (EIT) or Engineering Intern (EI) Programs

After passing the FE exam, many engineers pursue roles as an Engineer-in-Training or Engineering
Intern to gain professional experience:

Understand the Role: EITs typically work under the supervision of licensed Professional
Engineers, supporting various engineering tasks and projects.
Seek Positions: Look for EIT positions in companies, government agencies, or consulting firms
that align with your engineering discipline.
Grow Your Skills: Focus on developing technical competencies, problem-solving abilities,
communication, and teamwork skills.
Build Your Network: Connect with experienced engineers, attend professional gatherings, and
join engineering societies to expand your professional network.

Build a Portfolio

Creating a portfolio of your engineering work can be a powerful tool to showcase your abilities and
achievements:

Document Projects: Include detailed descriptions, photographs, drawings, and any relevant
documentation for projects you’ve worked on.
Highlight Skills: Focus on specific skills and competencies you’ve developed, such as design,
analysis, project management, or programming.
Include Collaborative Work: Showcase projects where you’ve worked as part of a team,
highlighting your contributions and the project’s success.
Add Testimonials: If possible, include references or testimonials from supervisors, colleagues,
or clients.

Consider Volunteer Opportunities

Volunteering on engineering-related projects or community service can further enrich your experience:

Find Engineering Volunteering Programs: Organizations like Engineers Without Borders offer
opportunities to contribute to meaningful projects.
Leverage Skills for Community Service: Use your engineering skills to assist local
communities with projects such as infrastructure improvements or educational programs.

Gaining engineering experience is a multifaceted journey that goes beyond mere employment. It’s
about embracing opportunities to apply what you’ve learned, continually improving your skills, and
connecting with professionals in the industry. Whether through internships, EIT roles, or volunteering,
practical experience provides invaluable insights, confidence, and preparation for the next stages of
your engineering career. Remember to be proactive, remain open to learning, and take deliberate
steps to shape your path in the engineering world.
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Step 5: Take and Pass the Professional Engineer (PE) Exam

The Professional Engineer (PE) exam represents a significant milestone in an engineer’s career.
Passing this challenging test not only demonstrates applied engineering skills and expertise but also
brings you one step closer to becoming a licensed Professional Engineer. Here’s a detailed guide on
how to approach this critical phase:

Prepare for the Exam

The PE exam demands rigorous preparation as it focuses on real-world engineering problems. Here’s
how to gear up for success:

Understand the Exam Format: The PE exam is discipline-specific and typically consists of 80
questions that must be completed in an 8-hour timeframe. Familiarize yourself with the format
and content outline of the specific PE exam you will take.
Choose the Right Preparation Course: Many engineers opt for professional preparation
courses that offer structured study plans, instructional materials, and practice exams. Research
options that are tailored to your engineering discipline.
Self-Study: Invest in study guides, reference manuals, and practice problem books that are
designed for the PE exam. Utilize online resources, forums, and study groups as well.
Focus on Real-World Problems: The PE exam emphasizes applied engineering skills. Practice
solving complex, real-world problems that mirror the exam’s content.
Develop a Study Schedule: Create a consistent and realistic study plan that accommodates
your daily responsibilities and gives you ample time for in-depth review and practice.
Seek Support: Consider joining study groups or finding a study partner to foster motivation,
share resources, and offer mutual support.

Schedule the Exam

The process for registering for the PE exam varies by state, and careful attention must be paid to
specific requirements:

Review State Requirements: Each state’s licensing board has specific guidelines and
prerequisites for taking the PE exam. Review these criteria and gather necessary documentation.
Complete the Application: Fill out the application form and submit any required documents,
such as transcripts, proof of work experience, or references from licensed Professional Engineers.
Pay the Exam Fee: Determine the exam fee for your state and make the necessary payment.
Select a Testing Date and Location: Once your application is approved, choose a convenient
testing date and location.

Pass the Exam

Passing the PE exam is an essential step in the licensing process:

On Exam Day: Arrive early, bring required identification, and follow all test center rules. Bring
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approved reference materials if taking an open-book exam.
Manage Your Time: With 80 questions to answer in 8 hours, time management is crucial. Pace
yourself and leave time to review your answers.
Wait for Results: Depending on the format and state, results may take several weeks to arrive.
A passing grade moves you forward in the licensing process.

The Professional Engineer (PE) exam is more than just another test; it’s a profound validation of your
engineering skills, knowledge, and professionalism. By passing this exam, you demonstrate to peers,
employers, and clients that you meet the nationally recognized standards for engineering competence.
Through diligent preparation, mindful registration, and focused execution, you can achieve this
significant milestone and open the doors to new opportunities and advancements in your engineering
career. Remember, the journey to passing the PE exam requires commitment, resilience, and a
willingness to invest time and effort in mastering the applied engineering skills that define the essence
of professional engineering.

Step 6: Get Licensed as an Engineer

Becoming a licensed Professional Engineer (PE) is a crowning achievement in an engineer’s career.
The licensure signifies adherence to professional standards, competence, and a commitment to ethical
practice. Here’s a step-by-step guide on how to get licensed as an engineer:

Apply for Licensure

Applying for licensure is a meticulous process that requires attention to detail:

Review State Requirements: Licensing requirements vary by state, so carefully review the
guidelines provided by your state’s engineering licensing board.
Gather Necessary Documents: Prepare to submit essential documentation, including: 

Transcripts to prove your educational qualifications.
Proof of passing the FE and PE exams.
Verification of work experience, typically with references from licensed PEs or supervisors.
Any other state-specific requirements.

Complete the Application Form: Fill out the licensure application form provided by your state’s
licensing board. Ensure all information is accurate and complete.
Pay the Application Fee: Most states require an application fee, so check the specific amount
for your jurisdiction and make the necessary payment.
Submit the Application: Send the completed application and supporting documents as directed
by your state’s licensing board. Consider keeping copies for your records.

Await Approval

The licensing board will review your application, and the process might take several weeks or even
months:

Respond to Requests: If the board requires additional information or clarification, be prepared
to respond promptly.
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Prepare for Possible Interviews or Exams: Some states might require additional interviews or
exams as part of the licensing process.
Receive Notification: Once approved, you will receive official notification of your licensure. You
might also receive a physical license or certificate.

Maintain Your License

Becoming a licensed PE is not the end of the journey. You must adhere to ongoing requirements to
maintain your license:

Fulfill Continuing Education (CE) Requirements: Many states require PEs to complete a
specific number of continuing education units (CEUs) or professional development hours (PDHs)
to ensure ongoing competence.
Stay Informed about Changes: Keep up to date with any changes to licensing requirements or
professional standards in your state.
Renew Your License: Depending on your state, you may need to renew your license
periodically. Be aware of deadlines and complete the renewal process on time.
Adhere to Ethical Standards: As a licensed PE, you are expected to practice with integrity and
adhere to the professional code of ethics.

Becoming a licensed Professional Engineer is a significant commitment that reflects your expertise,
professionalism, and dedication to the engineering field. While the licensing process can be complex
and demanding, the benefits are manifold, including career advancement, increased credibility, and the
ability to sign and seal engineering documents. By carefully navigating the application process and
committing to lifelong learning and ethical practice, you can join the ranks of licensed PEs and enjoy
the privileges and responsibilities that accompany this esteemed designation. Remember, licensure is
more than a title; it’s a symbol of excellence and a pledge to uphold the highest standards of
engineering practice.

Additional Tips for Becoming an Engineer

Engage in Extracurricular Activities: Join clubs, participate in competitions, and network with
professionals.
Do Internships and Co-ops: Build experience and make valuable connections.
Stay Up-to-Date: Follow industry news, attend conferences, and read journals.
Be a Lifelong Learner: Pursue additional certifications, attend workshops, and always strive to
improve.

FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions About Becoming an Engineer

What is the best way to become an engineer?

The best way to become an engineer is to follow a structured path that includes selecting an
engineering discipline that interests you, earning a bachelor’s degree from an ABET-accredited
program, passing the necessary exams (FE and PE), gaining work experience, and obtaining
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licensure. Continuous learning and networking with professionals in the field can further enhance your
career.

What are the different types of engineers?

There are numerous types of engineers, each specializing in a specific field, such as:

Civil Engineering: Focused on infrastructure and construction.
Mechanical Engineering: Deals with machines and mechanical systems.
Electrical Engineering: Concentrates on electrical systems and circuits.
Computer Engineering: Combines electrical engineering with computer science.
Chemical Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Biomedical Engineering, etc.

How many years does it take to become an engineer?

Becoming an engineer typically takes four years to earn a bachelor’s degree, followed by additional
time for internships, passing the FE and PE exams, and fulfilling state-specific licensure requirements.
In total, it can take anywhere from 6 to 8 years to become a fully licensed Professional Engineer.

What are the best engineering colleges?

The best engineering colleges vary by country and specialization. Renowned institutions include the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), California Institute of Technology (Caltech), Stanford
University, ETH Zurich, and others. Prospective students should research schools based on their
desired discipline and location.

What are the best engineering jobs?

The “best” engineering jobs depend on individual preferences, interests, and market demands.
Opportunities can be found in sectors like aerospace, automotive, technology, energy, healthcare, and
more. Job satisfaction often relates to the alignment of the position with an individual’s goals, interests,
and values.

What is the average salary of an engineer?

The average salary of an engineer varies by discipline, experience, location, and industry. In the U.S.,
the median salary ranges from $60,000 to $100,000 or more. More specialized fields or experienced
engineers can earn significantly higher salaries.

What skills does an engineer need?

Engineers need a combination of technical and soft skills, including proficiency in mathematics and
physics, problem-solving, creativity, communication, teamwork, project management, and ethical
reasoning.
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What are the challenges of becoming an engineer?

Challenges of becoming an engineer may include the rigorous academic workload, the need for
continuous learning, adapting to rapidly changing technologies, managing complex projects, and
meeting ethical and societal responsibilities.

What is the best way to prepare for a career in engineering?

Preparation for an engineering career includes focusing on STEM subjects, engaging in extracurricular
activities and internships, building a professional network, staying updated on industry trends, and
developing both technical and interpersonal skills.

What is the future of engineering?

The future of engineering is promising and dynamic, with growth expected in fields such as artificial
intelligence, renewable energy, bioengineering, and more. Continued innovation, sustainability, and
addressing global challenges will likely shape the future landscape of engineering.

These questions offer a glimpse into the multifaceted world of engineering. Prospective engineers
should seek guidance from professionals, educators, and industry organizations tailored to their
specific interests and goals.

Conclusion

Becoming an engineer is a path filled with opportunities for growth and innovation. By following these
steps and staying committed to continuous learning, you can look forward to a fulfilling and dynamic
career in the vast field of engineering.
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